
Cloudflare Drops 8chan for Posting Alleged
El Paso Shooter Manifesto. FBI Caught
Covertly Posting on 8chan in June.
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On Saturday, a manifesto attributed to Patrick Crusius, the alleged El Paso shooter, was
posted on 8chan, an image board where anyone can post images or content, and is known to
be politically incorrect, with no monitoring from site administration. Cloudflare, a
system that protects websites from cyber attacks, dropped 8chan and blamed the website
for “inspiring” mass murder.
Apparently, the FBI is also posting on 8chan, which was discovered earlier this summer
after an application for a search warrant for 8chan was unsealed, revealing that a
federal agent , FBI Special Agent Michael J. Rod, was trolling the site, and trying to
redirect blame for the April 27th synagogue shooting toward the Russian government, and
away from the users’ conspiracy theories against the CIA or Mossad. [Hey, the FBI is
supposed to investigate criminal activity, not initiate it.] -GEG

On Saturday the El Paso mass murderer posted a “manifesto” on 8Chan and then went off
and murdered 20 at a Walmart.

On Monday Cloudflare Blog terminated service with 8Chan.
Cloudflare also blamed the website for “inspiring” the mass murderer.

This is where we are today with hard left activists running all of our internet
properties.

Read full article here…

FBI agent accidentally reveals own 8chan posts; attempts to redirect white
supremacist rage against Russia

The unsealing of an application for a search warrant
by the federal government on 8chan’s servers has unintentionally
revealed that a federal agent has been trolling the site and attempting
to redirect the users’ conspiracy theories against the Russian
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government instead of the CIA or Mossad.

The legal case stems from the April 27th shooting at a California synagogue
by white supremacist and 8chan user John Earnest. The day of the
shooting, Earnest is believed to have posted to 8chan a link to an
anti-Semitic Pastebin manifesto and a not-so-cryptic suggestion that he
was about to commit a murderous act of violence to back up his beliefs.
In the accompanying affidavit to the search warrant application, FBI
Special Agent Michael J. Rod requests the “IP address and metadata
information about Earnest’s original posting and the postings of all of
the individuals who responded to the subject posting and/or commented
about it. Additionally, agents seek information about any other posting
coming from the IP address used by Earnest to post the subject posting.”

Read full article here…
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